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For some people, being the ‘first’ at anything can be a scary proposition. According to Everett Rogers’ Law of Diffusion 

of Innovation, “early adopters” are those who don’t necessarily want to be the first, but are willing to embrace 

something new and begin to use it after the innovators have paved the way. These early adopters are the ones who 

move a product, idea, or technology to the proverbial tipping point where mass adoption takes place.

With the exception of a few Document Management Systems, for the most part cloud technology in the legal space is 

still in the hands of the early adopters. Today, law firms are focusing on being more competitive as well as accelerating 

growth, and they are doing it, in part, with technology in the cloud. One reason for firms looking to the cloud is 

security. Even though the 2017 Business of Law Survey found cybersecurity as the primary barrier to cloud adoption, 

firms are finding that on-premise systems in many cases offer a greater amount of insecurity, hence taking on an “early 

adopter” mentality.

In fact, the ABA indicates that one in four midsize law firms has experienced a data breach. They also report that more 

than one quarter of firms with at least 500 lawyers admitted they experienced some type of breach, with 40 percent of 

those firms experiencing significant business downtime and loss of billable hours as a result. This shows how system 

and data security can be a make-or-break scenario for a firm.

In any industry, it is an accepted fact that true innovation doesn’t come from the huge conglomerates or multi-

national companies. Rather, innovation comes from small to mid-sized businesses who are either forced to adapt if 

they hope to survive, or they are inspired to change the status quo.

True to theory, it is the smaller and mid-sized law firms that have become the early adopters of cloud technology. 

Several factors are influencing this, and as cybersecurity continues to improve, firms are recognizing both the real and 

inherent value of moving to the cloud. We’ve found five reasons cloud technology will reach a critical mass in 2018 for 

small and mid-size law firms.

EXECUTIVE 
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1MIDSIZED FIRMS CAN HAVE.

Skeletal IT resources at mid-sized firms are overwhelmed. IT and security demands now exceed their capacity. These 

firms lack capital and IT staff needed to manage vast on-premise infrastructure and applications. The part-time IT 

contractor strategy won’t keep firms current on security threats and technology updates, let alone server performance 

and mobile device support. Traditionally, large law firms with enormous internal IT resources have had an advantage 

over mid-sized law firms when it comes to technology infrastructure. 

Progress in cloud-based solutions has disrupted this dynamic that left mid-sized law firms behind in technology. 

Today, lawyers can enjoy the culture and close customer relationships of a midsized firm, while using advanced 

technology so important for attracting and retaining clients. 

Through the cloud, midsized firms can leverage the same enterprise-grade infrastructure large law firms use for their 

most important systems.

The International Legal Technology Association (ILTA) 2017 Technology Survey shows 64% of firms with 50-149 

lawyers expect to increase adoption of cloud-bases solutions. Cloud-based solutions provide servers, software, 

security monitoring and maintenance. Midsized firms are no longer out of the technology game due to heavy 

infrastructure costs – they use the cloud providers’ infrastructure.

LARGE FIRM INFRASTRUCTURE
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ILTA reports that security slipped a notch from the 1st to the 2nd biggest barrier members see in moving to the 

cloud. Why has security caused lawyers to hesitate to leverage the cloud?  Lawyers are subject to Bar Association 

mandates on client confidentiality, for one. Attorneys who don’t safeguard client data risk losing their license to 

practice law, not to mention, clients. Firms need pristine security practices and protocols to meet growing client 

security demands, data privacy regulations and cyberthreats. 

In the ILTA 2017 Technology Survey, client security requirements increased by 5% in members’ ranking of top 

security concerns. Many firms are realizing that data is more vulnerable in their hands, than with a reputable 

cloud provider. Cybercriminals see law firms as treasure troves of potentially poorly protected, high value data 

ripe for the taking. New cyberattacks and patches to stymie them appear at lightning speed. There’s no way most 

midsized firms can combat today’s digital security threats alone. 

More firms are now relying on the security depth of trusted, proven cloud service providers. Providers like 

Amazon Web Services (AWS), for example, not only work to keep the latest protection on all the systems under 

their care, they also employ armies of security experts to scour the internet every second to thwart the next 

threat. Companies like Amazon stay ahead of threats by sharing information with other security conscious 

entities such as banks and governments to create enormous security synergies that benefit all their clients.
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CLOUD SECURITY 
   PASSING MUSTER 
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Security and flexible access controls in cloud-based applications are also extremely important for law firms. 

Applications must let firms easily restrict access to certain data, matters and repositories to comply with 

professional conflict of interest rules and regulatory requirements.  One such example includes a business 

associate’s “minimum necessary” rules under the Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act (HIPAA). 

Secure web-based authentication and encryption are also table stakes for legal applications.

As stewards of client data, lawyers want as much control as possible over data storage in a cloud-based solution. 

Firm-specific servers and dedicated databases are desirable for law firms, that shudder at the idea of commingled 

data. Law firms also favor applications with high-precision security – security applied at the row and even cell 

level set the standard.
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Cost-conscious midsized law firm executives are experiencing the on-premise technology “aha” moment. For 

the first time, many are doing total cost of ownership (TCO) assessments for buying, running and maintaining 

on-premise legal technology and comparing it to the cloud. Firms are finding never considered, on-premise 

hidden costs. A total cost of ownership analysis can reveal a lot of wasted expense at law firms.

To match large law on-premise infrastructure that supports key business systems, midsized firms’ initial 

expenditures easily run in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. Annual maintenance costs will add about 

another hundred thousand, give or take. Another factor often overlooked is the utility costs of maintaining 

on-premise servers. When firms move to the cloud, the savings can be substantial. For example, an IDC report 

estimates that AWS clients save 64.3% in TCO over 5 years, compared to the same resources in on-premise or 

hosted environments. 
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HERE IS A SHORT LIST OF COST FACTORS TO INCLUDE WHEN COMPARING  
ON-PREMISE AND CLOUD-BASED SOLUTIONS. 

Servers
As firms adopt technology to become more  

agile, the need for servers keeps growing.  

Server acquisition, along with maintenance,  

load balancing, performance monitoring and 

backups all cost time and labor. 

Utilities
Firms should include HVAC system and maintenance 

costs in TOC, along with electricity expenses for 

server rooms. 

Network
Don’t forget to factor in network gear, bandwidth 

and administration costs. The more complex your 

IT environment gets, the more costs you incur. 

Real Estate Costs
Every square foot of cost counts for midsized 

law firms focused on partner profits. Rather 

than pay for server space, why not use it for 

billable hour activity or eliminate that space  

in your lease renewal?

 

Storage
Data storage means more server and backup 

costs. Firms that don’t actively destroy eligible 

data will be surprised at what they spend to 

store old and new data. Backup disk storage, 

maintenance and replacement are part of a TOC 

analysis. Include storage area network, network 

attached storage and object storage costs too.

JUST WHAT SHOULD BE INCLUDED
IN A TCO ASSESSMENT?
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Once mid-sized law firms complete a lengthy technology evaluation and purchase process, they face further 

delays with on-premise solutions. A second procurement process begins for infrastructure to run the new 

technology.  This involves evaluating, purchasing and installing servers, server software, server room space and 

HVAC systems. Cash-strapped firms must shell out more cash for these purchases. Firms anxious to see value 

from the technology – increased productivity, mobile access and happy clients – are frustrated with the double 

administrative process and costs.

Time to value is much faster with cloud-based solutions than on-premise options. There is no need to buy 

infrastructure, rack and stack it.  A cloud provider takes care of all that. Firms can convert server room real 

estate to billable hour activity or eliminate it to lower lease costs. Cloud solution project customization and 

configuration take a day or two. Good cloud-based solutions can provision a solution in a matter of hours, 

getting firms using their new software in a matter of days, not months.   
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In his bestselling book The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell codified the notion that ideas, products, messages 

and behaviors spread like influenza. And just like the flu, they need the right stimuli and conditions to spread.

The proverbial tipping point occurs when a product or idea reaches approximately 15% to 17% penetration, 

and then the floodgates open to mass adoption. Small and mid-sized law firms are the early adopters of cloud 

technology. They will drive the trend toward the tipping point once their peers take note and recognize the value 

in a cloud-based versus an on-premise solution.

Cybersecurity will remain a big concern, and rightly so in an industry where confidentiality and compliance are 

paramount. However, as the cost of on-premise security goes up, while simultaneously the integrity of cloud 

protection increases, the pendulum will shift as firms realize they are spending more money, while being more 

at risk by trying to maintain an on-premise structure.

With small and mid-sized law firms leading the way, it’s only a matter of time before cloud technology in legal 

reaches a critical mass.
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Aderant, headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia is a global industry leader in providing comprehensive business 

management software for law firms and professional services organizations. Aderant is a market leader in 

technology solutions for practice and financial management, knowledge management, business intelligence, 

matter planning, calendaring and docketing. Aderant is an established and trusted partner due to its versatile 

and innovative technology solutions, superior customer support, and reliable implementation process. Aderant 

operates as a unit of Roper Technologies, a constituent of the S&P 500®, Fortune 1000® and the Russell 1000® indices.

ABOUT ADERANT

www.aderant.com | info@aderant.com | @Aderant
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